A Method for Converting Colors for Color-impaired People, Considering Saturation and Contrast Ratio
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Abstract—Because color-impaired people have difficulty in perceiving specific colors, colors used in documents must be converted for them. The colors of documents include the intentions of their designers. That is, designers use different colors for parts of the document that they want to be attractive or distinguishable in some way. In existing conversion methods, however, colors are not converted based on a consideration of the designers’ intentions. Hence, we propose a method for converting document colors for color-impaired people in a manner that takes the designers’ intentions into account. Here, we define the designers’ intentions as “attractiveness” and “distinguishability.” In our method, the original colors are classified into three levels, low, middle, and high, based on their saturation. In each saturation level, some colors are defined as available for conversion. Next, the original colors are converted to colors in the corresponding saturation levels. According to the RGB (red-green-blue) values of the original colors, the target colors for conversion can be specified. Then, the contrast ratios of the pair of foreground and background colors are calculated. If the contrast ratios do not satisfy the specific thresholds, the colors are additionally converted to other colors in the corresponding saturation levels. Finally, when the contrast ratios satisfy the specific thresholds, the conversion is complete.

I. INTRODUCTION

VARIOUS colors are used in artifacts such as computer displays, prints, and devices. The effectiveness of color in user interface aesthetics, attractiveness, and distinguishability is well known. Therefore, the usage of color is quite important in the design of artifacts. However, color-impaired people perceive color differently from people with full color vision. Specifically, they have difficulty distinguishing between red and green or blue and yellow. Additionally, some people have difficulty perceiving colors at all. Color impairments include both congenital cases and acquired cases due to advanced age and illnesses. Men have color impairments more frequently than women. Although the rates of color impairment differ among ethnicities, the frequencies of color impairment are about 2-10% for men and 0.2-0.5% for women [1]. Accordingly, approximately 200 million people worldwide have color impairments, nearly equal to the number of men with blood type AB. To make artifacts perceivable for color-impaired people, the colors of artifacts are often converted.

To convey information, attractiveness and distinguishability are important. Generally, colors with high saturation and luminance have high attractiveness. Designers often use colors with high attractiveness for artifact contents that they wish to emphasize. Meanwhile, background and foreground colors affect distinguishability. If the contrast ratio of relative luminance between the background and foreground colors of the contents of an artifact is low, the distinguishability of the contents will also be low. Regardless of color vision, distinguishability can be provided by ensuring that the contrast ratios between background and foreground colors are sufficiently high. Although many methods have been proposed for converting the original colors of artifacts to those that color-impaired people can easily perceive, in many cases the intentions of the artifact designers are not considered.

The purpose of our method is to convert original colors for color-impaired people in such a way that they can perceive the designers’ intentions. Here, the designers’ intentions are defined as “attractiveness” and “distinguishability.” To convert colors, we focus on saturation and contrast ratios. In advance, we create a basic conversion table. For this purpose, colors that color-impaired people can easily perceive, selected by the Color Universal Design Organization (CUDO) of Japan [2], are classified into three saturation levels. For conversions of original colors, first, the saturations of the colors are calculated, and the saturation levels are identified. Second, the original colors are converted to the closest colors in the same saturation levels of the basic conversion table. Third, the contrast ratios of pairs of background and foreground colors are calculated. Finally, if the calculated values do not satisfy specific thresholds, the converted colors are additionally converted to other colors in the same saturation levels. Hereafter, the original colors that designers use are called “original colors,” the converted colors based on the basic conversion table in the second step are called “provisional colors,” and the ultimate converted colors based on the contrast ratios are called “final colors.” In addition, the current targets of our method are limited to text, rather than the images in documents.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related works. Section III summarizes the background of this research, while Section IV shows the features. Section V describes the details of strategies for converting colors. Section VI describes how to convert colors in documents. Section VII provides an evaluation of our method. Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORKS

To make artifact colors perceivable to color-impaired people, the original colors are often converted for them, and many studies related to color conversion have been performed.

For converting document colors, Zhou et al. proposed a method for converting colors of web pages in a mobile environment [3]. Their purpose was to reduce the costs of selecting colors for conversion. To this end, a conversion method [4] was extended, pairs of background and foreground colors were extracted, and colors to be converted were limited by color pairs. In this manner, the costs of computational assessment of color conversion could be reduced. Then, colors were converted based on a model of users’ subjective judgment of colors [5]. Although this method was targeted to text in documents, document structures were not considered.

To convert targets other than documents, Takimoto et al. proposed a method for converting image colors so that even people with full color vision would feel that the converted images were natural [6]. First, the number of colors was reduced using a median cut algorithm [7]. Next, saturation and lightness were modified using a modified Color2Gray algorithm [8]. In this case, because the converted colors sometimes became out of ranges of color gamut, color correlation was performed. A study by Wahab et al. aimed to convert image colors for people with protanope impairments [9]. First, colors in RGB (red-green-blue) color space were converted to LMS (long-medium-short) color space. Second, the LMS information that people with protanope impairments could not perceive were deleted from the LMS values. Third, the contrast between red and blue was increased. Meanwhile route maps and road signs were targeted using a multilayer neural network [10]. This network consisted of (1) layers of color conversion of images, (2) layers of perceptual models for color impairments, and (3) layers of color discrimination. Strategies of color conversion were determined by (1), perceptual models of color-impaired people were simulated by (2), and color edges of images for color-impaired people were simulated by (3). Color vision of color-impaired people was simulated by converting RGB color spaces to CIE XYZ [11] [12] color spaces. X, Y, and Z values were calculated from red, green, and blue values [13], and reaction values of LMS were calculated from the X, Y, and Z values. Then, the LMS values of simulations for people with protanope and deuteranope impairments were calculated [14] [15]. Layers (2) and (3) were fixed, and layers (1) were trained to determine color-conversion rules. In addition, Harwahyu et al. proposed a method for converting colors in embedded systems and smartphones so that color-impaired people can understand display colors [16]. First, colors on the display were represented by 16 color names. Users selected colors on the display, and the HSL (hue-saturation-lightness) values were calculated. Then, by changing hue and lightness values, colors were adjusted for the color-impaired users. In this manner, many color conversion methods for images were provided, but the designers’ intentions were not focused on.

In study of color perception by color-impaired people, Tajima et al. quantified and visualized information that could be obtained by differences in color vision [17]. They then defined “visual salience” as “visual conspicuity predicted from image features.” First, visual salience was modeled using images. Image colors were converted step by step, and loss/gain information was predicted by comparing models. Then, psychophysical experiments were performed, and subjective differences between the predictions and results of experiments were investigated. Correlations were observed. Meanwhile, color use guidelines for people with protanope and deuteranope impairments were provided based on scientific data [18]. Strategies for representing data were classified into five types, and guidelines were developed for individual classifications. These approaches can support determination of colors for color-impaired people; however, concrete strategies for converting colors of existing documents were not provided.

III. PRELIMINARY

A. Types of color vision

Due to differences in retinas among individual people, the colors that people see are different. Consequently, various types of color visions exist. There are two types of visual cells in human retinas, rod cells and cone cells. Rod cells work in the dark, whereas cone cells work in the light. Cone cells consist of L-cones, M-cones, and S-cones, which perceive red, green, and blue light, respectively. Color vision differs among individuals based on the presence or absence of these three types of cones, as well as whether their spectral sensitivities work normally. Accordingly, color vision can be classified into five types, as shown in Table I.

People that have all three types of cones are common type (C-type), whereas others with a subset of the three types of cones, or in whom the spectral sensitivities of cones are shifted, have color impairments. People who do not have
L-cones or in whom the spectral sensitivities of L-cones are shifted toward those of M-cones are protanope (P-type), whereas people who do not have M-cones or in whom the spectral sensitivities of M-cones are shifted toward those of L-cones are deuteranope (D-type). People with P-type or D-type impairments have difficulty perceiving differences between red and green colors. Meanwhile, people who do not have S-cones are tritanope (T-type), and have difficulty perceiving differences between blue and yellow colors. People who have only one or no cones are achromat (A-type), and perceive only light and darkness. The most common types are P-type and D-types, whereas T-type is rare [1].

B. Color universal design

Color-universal design refers to designs in which colors of artifacts are adjusted so that people can perceive colors regardless of their color vision status. Such designs are not only for color-impaired people, but also for people with normal color vision. Many studies have been conducted, such as [19][20][21], and many governments and companies have developed guidelines for color-universal design.

IV. FEATURES OF OUR METHOD

Representation of designers’ intentions

Generally, colors with high saturation have high attractiveness. Designers often use colors with high saturation for content that they want to emphasize. Meanwhile, when contrast ratios of relative luminance between background and foreground colors are high or low, the readability and distinguishability will be correspondingly high or low. When designers want to make contents readable or distinguishable, they use a pair of colors for which the contrast ratio is high. That is, designers represent intentions regarding the contents that they do or do not want to emphasize or make readable/distinguishable by the colors. In our method, colors can converted in a manner that reflects the designers’ intentions.

Conversion strategy for documents

As mentioned in Section I, our method is targeted at text in documents. For text, background and foreground colors in documents do not always correspond in a one-to-one manner. In some cases, multiple foreground colors are used for one background color. If background and foreground colors are converted as pairs in a certain part of the document, the contrast ratios of relative luminance between background and foreground colors in other parts of the document may not satisfy the thresholds. Thus, in our method, the combinations of background and foreground colors are analyzed. Background and foreground colors are not converted as pairs. Instead, as necessary, background (foreground) colors are fixed, and only the foreground (background) colors are converted.

V. STRATEGIES FOR COLOR CONVERSION

Color conversions are performed in two steps. First, colors are converted based on a basic conversion table. After that, the contrast ratios of relative luminance between background and foreground colors are calculated. If the contrast ratios do not satisfy specific thresholds, additional conversions are performed. In this section, we describe the details of the basic conversion table and two conversion steps.

A. Basic conversion table

The basic conversion table is given by our method in advance. CUDO in Japan selects 20 colors that color-impaired people can easily perceive [2]. In this paper, these colors are called “recommended colors.” Using the recommended colors, the basic conversion table is created. The purpose of creating the basic conversion table is to ensure that the color saturations are not significantly altered before and after conversion. Using this table, colors can be converted to other colors with almost the same saturation levels.

To create the basic conversion table, first, the HSV (hue-saturation-value) values of the recommended colors are calculated using their RGB values by formulas (1)-(3) [22]. According to these formulas, because colors are represented by values of hue (H), saturation (S), and brightness (V), the saturation values of the colors can be obtained. In formulas (1)-(3), R, G, and B indicate the red, green, and blue values of the RGB value for a color, whereas “Max” and “Min” indicate the maximum and minimum values among the R, G, and B values. These formulas operate on values as decimal numbers.

\[
H = \begin{cases} 
\text{Not defined}, & \text{Max} = \text{Min} \\
60 \times \frac{G - B}{\text{Max} - \text{Min}}, & \text{Max} = \text{R} \\
60 \times \frac{B - R}{\text{Max} - \text{Min}} + 120, & \text{Max} = G \\
60 \times \frac{R - G}{\text{Max} - \text{Min}} + 240, & \text{Max} = B 
\end{cases} 
\]  
(1)

\[
S = \frac{\text{Max} - \text{Min}}{\text{Max}}, \text{Max} = 0 \\
\frac{\text{Max} - \text{Min}}{\text{Max}}, \text{Max} \neq 0 
\]  
(2)

\[
V = \text{Max} 
\]  
(3)

Next, the recommended colors are classified into three saturation levels, low, middle, and high, according to their saturation values based on the Practical Color Coordinate System (PCCS) [23][24]. According to the PCCS, the calculated saturation values from 0 to 1 based on formula (2) are divided into 10 levels (0s-9s) at regular intervals. 0s indicates achromatic color, 1s-3s indicate low saturation level, 4s-6s indicate middle saturation level, and 7s-9s indicate high saturation level. As specified by the PCCS, 0s is added to the low saturation level; thus, three saturation levels are defined in our method. That is, the saturation values of colors from 0 to 0.33 are classified into the low saturation level, colors from 0.34 to 0.67 into the middle saturation level, and colors from 0.68 to 1 into the high saturation level.

Next, recommended colors in each saturation level are sorted according to their color codes. Finally, all colors
from color code #000000 to #FFFFFF (hexadecimal notation) are divided by the color codes of the sorted recommended colors. That is, the color codes of the sorted recommended colors (#7F878F, #B4EBFA, etc.) are used as delimiters, and several divisions are created (divisions of #000000 - #7F878F, #7F878F - #B4EBFA, etc.). This manipulation is performed in all three saturation levels. The first and last colors in each division are defined as conversion candidates 1 and 2, respectively. The reason for defining two conversion candidates is that the original colors of the document should be converted to the closest possible colors. However, for the first and last division of colors in the middle and high saturation levels, one of conversion candidates becomes either #000000 or #FFFFFF. Because these color codes are achromatic, they are not appropriate conversion candidates for original colors in the middle and high saturation levels. Therefore, colors of #000000 and #FFFFFF are removed from the conversion candidates in the middle and high saturation levels. The resultant basic conversion table is shown in Table II.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saturation before conversion</th>
<th>Color codes before conversion</th>
<th>Conversion candidate 1</th>
<th>Conversion candidate 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low (Saturation value from 0 to 0.33)</td>
<td>#000000 - #7F878F</td>
<td>#000000</td>
<td>#7F878F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) #000000 - #7F878F</td>
<td>#7F878F</td>
<td>#B4EBFA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) #B4EBFA - #C7B2DE</td>
<td>#B4EBFA</td>
<td>#C7B2DE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) #C7B2DE - #C8C8CB</td>
<td>#C7B2DE</td>
<td>#C8C8CB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) #C8C8CB - #FFD1D1</td>
<td>#C8C8CB</td>
<td>#FFD1D1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) #FFD1D1 - #FFFFFF</td>
<td>#FFD1D1</td>
<td>#FFFFFF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle (Saturation value from 0.34 to 0.67)</td>
<td>#000000 - #35A16B</td>
<td>#35A16B</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) #000000 - #35A16B</td>
<td>#35A16B</td>
<td>#66CCFF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) #66CCFF - #99E7B0</td>
<td>#66CCFF</td>
<td>#99E7B0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) #99E7B0 - #CBF266</td>
<td>#99E7B0</td>
<td>#CBF266</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) #CBF266 - #EDC58F</td>
<td>#CBF266</td>
<td>#EDC58F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11) #EDC58F - #FF99A0</td>
<td>#EDC58F</td>
<td>#FF99A0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12) #FF99A0 - #FFFF99</td>
<td>#FF99A0</td>
<td>#FFFF99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13) #FFFF99 - #FFFFFF</td>
<td>#FFFF99</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (Saturation value from 0.68 to 1)</td>
<td>#000000 - #0041FF</td>
<td>#0041FF</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15) #000000 - #0041FF</td>
<td>#0041FF</td>
<td>#663300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(16) #0041FF - #663300</td>
<td>#0041FF</td>
<td>#663300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17) #663300 - #9A0079</td>
<td>#663300</td>
<td>#9A0079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(18) #9A0079 - #FAF500</td>
<td>#9A0079</td>
<td>#FAF500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(19) #FAF500 - #FF2800</td>
<td>#FAF500</td>
<td>#FF2800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(20) #FF2800 - #FF9900</td>
<td>#FF2800</td>
<td>#FF9900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(21) #FF9900 - #FFFFFF</td>
<td>#FF9900</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Conversion strategy

First, original colors are converted using the basic conversion table to provisional colors. Next, the contrast ratios between background and foreground colors are calculated. Then, if the calculated contrast ratios do not satisfy specific thresholds, the provisional colors are additionally converted, and ultimately the final colors are determined.

1) Conversion by basic conversion table: First, the saturation value of an original color is calculated using formula (2). Next, the saturation level of the original color is determined using the calculated saturation value. Then, the corresponding divisions in the saturation level to the original color is determined. Finally, differences in R, G, and B values between the original color and two conversion candidates in the division are calculated using formula (4). In this formula, “Diff” indicates the difference. \( R_o, G_o, \) and \( B_o \) indicate the R, G, and B values of the original color, whereas \( R_c, G_c, \) and \( B_c \) indicate the R, G, and B values of the one of the candidate colors. After calculating the differences, the conversion candidate for which the difference is smaller is determined as the provisional color. Figure 1 shows the workflow for this determination.

\[
\text{Diff} = |R_o - R_c| + |G_o - G_c| + |B_o - B_c|
\]  

As examples, original colors #B6B7C6 (example 1-1), #E8F2B0 (example 1-2), and #004082 (example 1-3) are converted. For example 1-1, the calculated saturation value according to formula (2) is 0.08. This saturation value is in the low range of saturation level in the basic conversion table (Table II). Accordingly, conversion candidates range from division (1) to division (6). According to the original color code, the original color is in the range of division (3). Thus, the conversion candidates are limited to #B4EBFA and #C7B2DE. Similarly, the saturation values of colors #E8F2B0

![Fig. 1. Workflow of conversion of original color](image-url)
(example 1-2) and #004082 (example 1-3) are 0.27 and 1.00, respectively. According to their saturation values, #E8F2B0 (example 1-2) and #004082 (example 1-3) are in the low and high saturation levels, respectively. Next, the division of color #E8F2B0 (example 1-2) is determined as (5) in Table II, yielding conversion candidates #C8C8CB and #FFD1D1. The division of the color #004082 (example 1-3) is determined as (15); thus, the only conversion candidate is #0041FF. The colors in examples 1-1 and 1-2 have two conversion candidates each, whereas the color in example 1-3 has only one. Thus, one of the candidates from each of examples 1-1 and 1-2 must be selected, whereas the conversion candidate of example 1-3 is determined as the provisional color.

For examples 1-1 and 1-2, the differences in R, G, and B values between the original and conversion colors are calculated using formula (4). The R, G, B values of examples 1-1 and 1-2 and the difference calculations are shown in Table III. For simplicity, the values are shown as decimal numbers. As a result, for example 1-1, the difference for color #C7B2DE is smaller than that for #B4EBFA; consequently, the color #C7B2DE is determined as the provisional color for #B4EBFA. For example 1-2, the difference for color #FFD1D1 is smaller than that for #C8C8CB; consequently, color #FFD1D1 is determined as the provisional color of #E8F2B0. Table IV shows the conversion results for these three examples.

2) Calculation of contrast ratio: After determination of provisional colors, the contrast ratios of relative luminance between background and foreground colors are calculated. If the contrast ratios do not satisfy specific thresholds, additional conversions are performed.

To calculate the contrast ratios, relative luminance values are calculated using formulas (5)-(7) [25]. The relative luminance values range from 0 to 1. The colors #000000 and #FFFFFF are the darkest and the lightest, respectively, with relative luminance values of 0 and 1, respectively. In this formula, “L<sub>R</sub>”, “L<sub>G</sub>”, “L<sub>B</sub>” indicate the relative luminance for the red, green, and blue elements of a color, respectively. “R” indicates the red value of the color, and “L” indicates the calculated relative luminance. Although formulas (5) and (6) show the calculations for obtaining L<sub>R</sub> for the red element of the color, L<sub>G</sub> and L<sub>B</sub> for green and blue elements can be calculated similarly. These formulas calculate values as decimal numbers.

\[
RsRGB = \frac{R}{255} \tag{5}
\]

\[
L_R = \frac{R}{12.92} \left( \frac{RsRGB + 0.055}{1.055} \right)^{2.4} \tag{6}
\]

\[
L = 0.2126 \times L_R + 0.7152 \times L_G + 0.0722 \times L_B \tag{7}
\]

After calculating the relative luminance of original colors, the contrast ratios between background and foreground colors are calculated using formula (8) [25]. For a pair of background and foreground colors, L<sub>1</sub> indicates the relative luminance value of the lighter color (the greater value), whereas L<sub>2</sub> indicates the relative luminance value of the darker color (the smaller value). CR indicates the calculated contrast ratio.

\[
CR = \frac{L_1 + 0.05}{L_2 + 0.05} \tag{8}
\]

3) Additional conversion: When the contrast ratios of relative luminance between background and foreground colors are high, readability and distinguishability are also high. Thus, designers use a pair of background and foreground colors with a high contrast ratio to make contents readable and distinguishable, whereas they use a pair of background and foreground colors of contents with low contrast ratios when they do not want to make contents distinguishable. In addition, according to accessibility guidelines issued by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [25], to ensure readability of documents, the contrast ratios between background and foreground colors should be greater than 4.5. Considering these factors, in our method, when the calculated contrast ratios in Section V-B2 are smaller than 4.5 and smaller than the contrast ratios of the pair of original background and foreground colors, the provisional colors must be additionally converted.

In the additional conversion, the colors in the saturation levels (Table II) of the background and foreground colors...
TABLE V
EXAMPLES OF DETERMINING FINAL COLORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Original color</th>
<th>Provisional color</th>
<th>Final color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Background: #FF6E7</td>
<td>Background: #FFF6D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Foreground: #E6C6C</td>
<td>Foreground: #9A0079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contrast ratio: 4.97</td>
<td>Contrast ratio: 5.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-2</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Background: #E6C6C</td>
<td>Background: #B4EBF6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Foreground: #9A0079</td>
<td>Foreground: #000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contrast ratio: 2.65</td>
<td>Contrast ratio: 16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Background: #E6C6C</td>
<td>Background: #663300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Foreground: #9A0079</td>
<td>Foreground: #F95000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contrast ratio: 1</td>
<td>Contrast ratio: 8.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are sorted again according to relative luminance. Then, for a pair of background and foreground colors, the dark color (the color with the smaller value of relative luminance) and the light color (the color with the greater value of relative luminance) are shifted to the darker color and the lighter color in the corresponding saturation levels, respectively, one by one, and then the contrast ratio is calculated again. This process is repeated until the contrast ratio becomes greater than the threshold. The threshold is the contrast ratio of the pair of original background and foreground colors. However, if the shifted colors fall out of the ranges of the saturation levels in Table II determined in Section V-B1, the attractiveness of the original colors cannot be maintained, and the designers’ intentions cannot be perceived by color-impaired people. Thus, even though the contrast ratio of a pair of background and foreground colors does not become greater than the threshold, the shifting of colors is stopped when both background and foreground colors become the first and the last colors in the corresponding saturation levels. When the shifting of colors is stopped, the shifted colors are considered to be the final colors.

Table V shows examples of conversion of original colors to final colors. In this table, the original colors are converted to provisional colors by the process of Section V-B1.

For example 2-1, the provisional colors of background and foreground are #FFD1D1 and #9A0079, respectively, and the contrast ratio of the colors are 5.77 and > 4.97 (threshold for the contrast ratio of original colors). Thus, additional conversion of these colors is not performed, and the provisional colors are considered to be the final colors.

In example 2-2, the original background and foreground colors are #E6C6C and #9A0079, respectively, and the contrast ratio of the colors is 2.65. The contrast ratio of the provisional color is smaller than both 4.5 and the contrast ratio of the original colors (4.22). Therefore, the colors must be additionally converted. For the provisional colors, the relative luminance of background and foreground colors are calculated as 0.715 and 0.238, respectively, by formulas (5)–(7). In addition, the saturation values of the background and foreground colors are 0.180 and 0.112. Because the background color is lighter than the foreground color, and the saturation levels of both the background and foreground colors are low as determined in Section V-B1, the background and foreground colors are shifted to a lighter and darker color, respectively, in the low saturation level. Figure 2 shows the conversion process. The colors in this figure in the low saturation level are sorted by relative luminance. The additional conversion process is as follows:

1) Background color is shifted to the lighter color
2) Contrast ratio is calculated → 2.81 (smaller than the threshold 4.22) → Additional conversion is required → Go to 3)
3) Foreground color is shifted to the darker color
4) Contrast ratio is calculated → 16.20 (bigger than the threshold 4.22) → Conversion is finished

When the background and foreground colors are shifted to #B4EBF6 and #000000, respectively, the calculated contrast ratio is 16.20, which is greater than 4.22. Thus, the additional conversion is finished, and the shifted colors are considered to be the final colors.

In example 2-3, the provisional background and foreground colors become the same. Because the lighter and darker colors cannot be determined in this case, the relative luminance of the original background and foreground colors are used. The calculated relative luminance of the original background and foreground colors are 0.047 and 0.746, respectively. Thus, because the background of the original color is darker than the foreground, the background and foreground of the provisional colors are shifted to the darker and lighter colors, respectively. In this example, the saturation level of both original colors...
were determined as ‘high’ in Section V-B1; accordingly, the provisional colors are converted to colors in the high saturation level. Figure 3 shows the conversion process. Colors in this figure in the high saturation level are sorted by relative luminance. The additional conversion process is as follows:

1) Background of provisional color is the darkest color of this saturation level
   → Background color cannot be shifted
2) Foreground of provisional color is shifted to the lighter color
3) Contrast ratio is calculated
   → Smaller than threshold 8.20
      → Additional conversion is required → Go to 4)
4) 2) and 3) are repeated until the color #FAF500 (until the contrast ratio become greater than 8.20)
5) Contrast ratio is calculated
   → 8.89 (bigger than threshold 8.20)
   → Conversion is finished

When the foreground color is shifted to #FAF500, the calculated contrast ratio is 8.89 and becomes greater than 8.20. Thus, the additional conversion is finished, and the shifted colors are considered to be the final colors.

VI. CONVERSION OF DOCUMENT COLORS

A. Conversion algorithm

When background and foreground colors are converted, they do not always correspond one-to-one in the document. When document structures are represented by tree structures in which nodes represent blocks (parts of contents in documents) and edges represent inclusion of blocks, parent blocks often have some child blocks. This means that the size of parent blocks are bigger than child blocks. In this case, if the colors of a parent block are changed along with a child block, it may not be possible to convert colors of other child blocks appropriately. Thus, colors of parent blocks should be fixed when converting colors of child blocks. Document colors are converted by the algorithm shown in Fig. 4.

First, a tree is constructed from the target document. In the tree, nodes represent blocks, and edges represent the arrangement of child blocks on parent blocks. A block is extracted from the tree by depth-first search. If background or foreground colors are not assigned to the block, the colors are inherited from the parent block. If background (foreground) color is inherited, background (foreground) color is fixed, and foreground (background) color is converted by the conversion strategies described in Section V. Because colors of parent blocks are converted before conversion of the colors of child blocks, the fixed colors are the final colors of the parent blocks. If neither background nor foreground colors are inherited, both of them are converted.

B. Example of converting document colors

Figure 5 shows an example of the document structure at left and center. This example document is written by Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML). The source is shown at left, and the tree of the document is shown at center. In this document, blocks “h1,” “h2,” and “p” are arranged on the block “body.” Background and foreground colors of the blocks are shown at right in Fig. 5. Because the background colors of blocks “h1” and “h2” are not given, the background color of the block “body” is applied to the background color of the block “h1” and “h2.” In this case, if both the background and foreground colors of block “h1” are converted, the background color of the block “body” is also converted. This may result in an inappropriate combination between the background and foreground colors of block “h2.” Thus, when the colors of block “h1” are converted, the background color is fixed.

Applying the algorithm in Fig. 4, the colors of document are converted. First, the colors of block “body” is converted. Because block “body” does not have a parent block, both background and foreground colors are converted by the conversion strategies described in Section V. The final colors of the background and foreground colors of block “body” are #FFD1D1 and #663300, respectively.

Second, the colors of block “h1” are converted. Because the background color is not given, the background color of block “body” is applied. Thus, the additional conversion of the background color is not performed, according to the algorithm in Fig. 4, and only the foreground color of block “h1” is converted by the conversion strategies described in Section V. The final colors of the background and foreground colors of block “h1” are #FFD1D1 (the final color of the background of the block “body”) and #C7B2DE, respectively.

Third, the colors of block “h2” are converted. As for block “h1,” the background color is not given, but the foreground color is given. Thus, the conversion process is similar to that of block “h1.” The final colors of the background and foreground of block “h2” are #FFD1D1 (the final color of the background of the block “body”) and #663300, respectively.

Finally, the colors of block “p1” is converted. Because both the background and foreground colors are given, both of them are converted by the conversion strategies described in Section V.
V. The final colors of the background and foreground of block “p” are #7F878F and #663300, respectively. Figure 6 shows the document before and after conversion.

VII. Evaluation

To evaluate the validity of our method, we converted the colors of five web pages, and then our study subjects read them and answered questions.

A. Procedures

Five existing web pages were selected according to the following criteria:

1) To confirm distinguishability, more than one pair of background and foreground colors were used, with the exception of body colors.
2) To confirm attractiveness, more than one color with high saturation was used, with the exception of 1)

Although the selected web pages used image files to represent texts, our method is not designed to convert the colors of images, as mentioned in Section I. Therefore, we created web pages similar to the five selected using HTML and CSS files, and used the newly created web pages for this evaluation. As much as possible, image files were not used in the newly created web pages, and their appearances were almost the same as the original web pages. The existing web pages used for this evaluation were as follows (all are Japanese):

- Page B: https://www.nig.ac.jp/color/index.html (Referred on 19th December, 2016)
- Page C: http://www.dialoginthedark.com/today_ticket/ (Referred on 19th December, 2016)
- Page D: http://www-it.sci.waseda.ac.jp/TOP/ (Referred on 19th December, 2016)
- Page E: http://www.wul.waseda.ac.jp/imas/index.html (Referred on 19th December, 2016)

The colors of the created web pages were converted using our method, and screenshots of the color converted web pages were taken. Simulations of the appearances of these pages to color-impaired people with D-type impairments were generated using ImageJ [26] and Vischeck [27]. ImageJ is an image-processing application, and Vischeck is an application that can simulate files as they appear to color-impaired people. Vischeck can be used as plug-in for ImageJ. Then, subjects viewed the simulated screenshots and answered questions. Because the subjects saw the simulated screenshots, the contents of web pages did not change dynamically, and the web pages did not switch to other pages via hyperlinks.

A total of 12 subjects, all university students in their 20s, took part in this evaluation. The evaluation conditions, including the order of presentation of the five web pages, the size of presentation, the computers used, and the display brightness, were the same for all subjects, and time limits were not set. Subjects answered four questions about each page by circling the appropriate text in response to the questions on the answer sheets. Answer sheets were printed for the five target web pages. Because the target web pages were printed in black and white on the answer sheets, subjects could not perceive the original attractive and distinguishable parts of the text from the answer sheets. The four questions were as follows:

Q1: Please circle the top three most attractive parts of the text, in terms of colors, and write their ranks in the blank spaces.
Q2: Please circle the top three least attractive parts of the text, in terms of colors, and write their ranks in the blank spaces.
Q3: Please circle the top three most distinguishable parts of the text, in terms of colors, and write their ranks in the blank spaces.
Q4: Please circle the top three least distinguishable parts of the text, in terms of colors, and write their ranks in the blank spaces.
B. Results

Contrast ratios of each pair of background and foreground colors and saturation values of each color were calculated for the original five web pages, and the top three most attractive (high saturation values), least attractive (low saturation values), most distinguishable (high contrast ratio of relative luminance), and least distinguishable (low contrast ratio of relative luminance) parts of the text were determined. These parts of the text were called “determined texts”. The subjects’ answers to questions Q1-Q4 were compared with the most attractive, least attractive, most distinguishable, and least distinguishable parts of the text, and the equivalence between the determined texts and the answers were confirmed.

Meanwhile, some of the original web pages contained images that could not be represented by HTML and CSS files, and these images remained in the newly created web pages. When the subjects answered the four questions, we explained that the images were not the target of this evaluation. However, there were answers in which the images were circled. Examples of these images were logo texts, which were difficult for the subjects to perceive them as images. Thus, we compared the determined texts with the answers in two cases: one in which answers including images were not counted (‘no count’ case), and another in which answers including images were evaluated as distinct from the determined texts (‘distinct’ case). The results are shown in Tables VI and VII.

### Table VI
#### Equivalence of answers (‘no count’ case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q1: Most attractive</th>
<th>Q2: Least attractive</th>
<th>Q3: Most distinguishable</th>
<th>Q4: Least distinguishable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Page A</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page B</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page C</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page D</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page E</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>34.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VII
#### Equivalence of answers (‘distinct’ case)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q1: Most attractive</th>
<th>Q2: Least attractive</th>
<th>Q3: Most distinguishable</th>
<th>Q4: Least distinguishable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Page A</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page B</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page C</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page D</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page E</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers in the tables are the rates at which the subjects’ answers were identical to the determined texts. Here, we only considered whether the answers were included in the top three determined texts; we did not evaluate the equivalence of individual rankings. Additionally, there were opinions that it was difficult to select answers because of few colors and factors except colors, such as text size, arrangement, text densities, and decorations.

C. Discussion

According to Tables VI and VII, the answer rates for Q1 and Q3 in the ‘no count’ case were clearly higher than those for Q2 and Q4 in the ‘distinct’ case. This means that the subjects selected images as the answers for Q1 and Q3 more often than for Q2 and Q4. Because images are not the targets of our method, this represents a problem of the evaluation procedure. To evaluate more appropriately, it is necessary to select web pages without images.

Although the rates of equivalence of answers for Q1 and Q3 in Table VI are higher than those in Table VII, the rates for Q2 and Q4 are similar in both tables. This indicates that it might be difficult for the subjects identify less distinguishable and less attractive parts of the text.

Meanwhile, the rates of equivalence for answers for Q1 and Q2 were higher than those for Q3 and Q4, respectively, in both the ‘no count’ and ‘distinct’ cases. Q1 and Q2 are questions related to attractiveness, whereas Q3 and Q4 are related to distinguishability. There were many common answers between Q1 (Q2) and Q3 (Q4). This indicates that attractiveness is related to distinguishability, and that the sizes and arrangements of text, in addition to color, affected attractiveness and distinguishability.

The answers that were not identical to the determined texts for Q1 and Q3 included headlines and itemized sentences. For Q2 and Q4, parts of the text that were small, or had narrow line spacing, were selected. These findings indicate that conditions other than colors were reflected in the answers.

In addition, the contrast ratios for some pairs of final background and foreground colors became significantly higher than the contrast ratios for their original colors. Due to this, the distinguishability of the parts of the text with the final colors might have been higher than those of the parts with the original colors. If the designers’ intentions are considered, the conversion strategies should be improved in order to not make the contrast ratios too high.

However, the total rate of equivalence for answers for Q1 was over 70% for ‘no count’ case, indicating that the parts of the text with high attractiveness could be perceived. This result confirms the effectiveness of our method.

D. Threats to validity

In this evaluation, the converted colors of the target web pages were simulated for D-type color impairment. As noted in Section III-A, there are other types of color impairment, including P-type, T-type, and A-type. Even though certain colors are simulated, the results of simulations are often quite different among these types. Thus, if the converted colors of the target web pages were simulated for other types of vision, the results might be different.

Meanwhile, the subjects were all C-type people, and the converted colors of web pages in the evaluation were simulated for vision of color-impaired people. However, the conditions...
of color-impaired people are individually different, even within a given type of color impairment. This means that evaluation by color-impaired people might yield different results.

As described in Section I, the target of our method is text in documents, rather than images. These documents include images, which are not converted. In addition, our method assumes that the text in a target document is divided into blocks like HTML tags, and each block has one background color and one foreground color. If a block has multiple background or foreground colors, our method cannot be applied.

In addition, our method assumes that designers use high-saturation colors for parts of the text that they want to make attractive, and pairs of background and foreground colors with high contrast ratios for parts of the text that they want to make distinguishable. However, if designers do not follow these color-use strategies, our method will not work appropriately.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper describes our method for converting document colors so that color-impaired people can perceive the designers’ intentions, here defined as attractiveness and distinguishability. High attractiveness is represented as colors with high saturations, whereas high distinguishability is represented as pairs of background and foreground colors with high contrast ratios. The conversion is performed in two steps. The first conversion is performed using the basic conversion table, whereas the second conversion is performed by calculating contrast ratios of pairs of background and foreground colors.

In the second conversion, if the calculated contrast ratios do not satisfy certain thresholds, additional conversions are performed. In addition, we propose an algorithm for applying these conversion strategies to documents.

To evaluate the method, five web pages were selected and the colors were simulated to the appearance of D-type color impairment after color conversion. Twelve subjects viewed the simulated web pages and answered four questions. The results showed that although conditions other than colors affected the answers, attractive parts of the text could be perceived. These findings indicated that our method was effective.

Future work will focus on the following:
- Improvement of evaluation procedures
- Considerations of various types of color impairments
- Evaluation by color-impaired people
- Increasing the number of candidate colors for conversion
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